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-The author presents fifteen short narratives

Sabout spies whom he considers to bc the greatest in

the world. Six of the narratives concern Soviet

-) intelligence activities and primarily involve the -

following cases or Persons: Ernest WOLLWEBER,

Richard ORGE, the Red Orcestra, atomic spies
- ? ~ Dr. Allan NtN MAY, Dr. flals FUCHS, and David , ,

GRIENGLASS, the case regarding Colonel Rudolph ABEL

and Lucy from Lucerne. -

*Anal st s Comment: The author presents bizarre

s aout acts which are not contained in

4: other sources. The sveculations are discussed in
each chapter, as pertinent. Wighton apparently used
other books as source material.
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I - Ernest WOLLWEBER _.. ttt P7 -.

WOLLWEBER was a veteran of lmnercover activities
in Western Europe. He was born nt11898, the son of
a poor miner, and served as a stoker in the German
Navy from the time he was eighteen years old. In
1918 he took part in the mutiny of the High Seas
Fleet at Kiel in the Baltic Sea. In 1920 he joined
the German Communist Party jtmburg. In theag"e]
1920's, Dmitriy Zakharovi ILSKIT;i Soviet i -
member of the Comintern who was at that time visiting
Germany, persuaded WOLLWEBER to go to Moscow for -
training in political studies at the Lenin Institute.
WOLLWEBER did so, and after graduation received -
intelligence training in undercover operations abroad.

f - He then became an agent of Soviet state security. .
- He returned to Germany and rose to a high-ranking -

- _ position in the Party. In 1928 he was elected to
the Prussian Parliament and in 1932 became a member

!e I -of the Reichstag. '

-_", 4 j From the time of his return to Germany he
began to organize a,maritime sabotage group under
cover of the Communist-dominated International
Seamen and Harbor Workers' Union. At the time Hitler-
came to power and the Party was outlawed, he began
forming the nucleus of the underground Communist
movement. He worked both as a member of the Comintern - - -

in Western Europe and as a resident of Soviet state
security in Germany. His sabotage network was
composed of Germans, Danes, Swedes, Dutchmen, Belgians,

I and one British subject and the organization expanded
rapidly. The network's centers were in Hamburg,
Bremen, Danzig, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Copenhagen,
Oslo, and Riga. In 1937, WOLLWEBER barely escaped -
arrest by the Gestapo, at the time when about a

-- dozen of his collaborators in Hamburg were seized '.
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in a police raid. He moved to Copenhagen and
- continued his work from there. In 1940, after the

German occupation of Denmark, he established his
headquarters .. Stockholm. According to a 1941

re HA (German Security Headquarters) chief
N einha eydrich, WOLLWEBER's organization was
\ responsible for the successful sabotage of a total

of twenty ships, of which sixteen were German, three
Italian, and one Japanese.

-, As a result of German diplomatic pressure, the
Swedish authorities agreed to 'arrest WOLLUEBER and
his accomplices. He was sentenced to three years'
imprisonment. The German authorities made the claim
that WOLLWEBER, as a German citizen, was wanted for

"'? numerous acts of sabotage against German shipping,
. I .and requested his extradition. The Soviets then .

intervened on his behalf, because his network was
-; of high value to them. Through diplomatic channels

the Soviets put forth the 'claim that WOLLWEBER, as
a Soviet citizen, was wanted in the USSR for the

;i misappropriation of large sums 'of state funds. The
Swedish Government yielded. to the Soviets and released
WOLLWEBER in 1944. He was transported by air to

- >Moscow.

i - After the war, WOLLWEBER, was appointed head of
the shipping directorate for the Soviet zone of
Germany (i.e. East Germany). - This assignment provided

S- _ him with cover for further organization of sabotage
activity. Some postwar acts of -sabotage in the
U.K., France Germany, and Canada have been attributed
to his organization. 4n l9Jl, after the riots in

- East Germany, he succbi fLAISR as Minister of
Baser mani's state s tsrity. ccor adi ere

-- - author, ULBE1-i in is m, and almost
mmediately ordered him fired, fter threatening

A i him with arrest. Moscow intervened in the matter -
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however, and NOLLEBER was able to retain his post
and to carry on his maritime sabotage work. As of

S:::1962 he was still holding that post.

Ric SORGE .

The autho account of the case of Richard
- . SORGE appoqg o be based primarily on information

in Hans UV ISSNER's book NSe Ma WIzT ram8' FACES.
WIGHTON's account contains some allegedly new
information and, at the same time, differs from

other overt sources. . -

Analyst's comments on a comparison of
ifIGHTON's book with other -sources:

1. WIGHTON repeats MEISSNER's
conjecture that SORGE may still (1962)
be alive and says, "Some well informed
Western experts believe that -If he
is, then he is certainly o of the
top figures of the So espionage C _

- service." Chalmers SON, in hi'
book, A8 IrS WM OP TSOH, rejects this -
speculation.

2. WIGHTON and JOHNSON cite the
date of SORGE's departure from Germany
for the USSR as 1925. MEISSNER, who is
customarily vague concerning dates, cites -
1920. According to the Hearings before the
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Committee on UN-American Activities,
House of Representatives, Eighty-
Second Congress, First Session,
August 9, 22 and 23, 1951, p. 1173
entitled "Hearings on American Aspects
of the Richard Sorge Spy Case" the aate
was 1925.

I 3. In describing SORGB's travels-
as a Comintern agent before 1929 neither
WIGHTON nor JOHNSON make mention of
SORGE's stay in the U.S. MEISSNER
maintains that he spent some time in
Hollywood, California ca. 1928. The
Hearings cite SORGE's confession as
having been in the USA in 1933 and

- 1935.

V' I .- 4. Bot4 GTON and NE SSNER-
#tspe s~be of Soviet \GneralV

5 %, /'BERZIN IRI SKIY, which they give
as BELDIN and ULITSKI.

5. According to WIGHTON, the
- s clandestine radio operators assigned

to SORGE were WEINGART in China and
'- BERNHARDT in Japan during the first

year. According to JOHNSON, BERNHARDT
was the operator during the entire
period. MEISSNER makes no mention of
either WEINGART or BERNHARDT.

6. According to WIGHTON, Agnes
MEDLEY was a GRU agent. JOHNSON

repudi +-' this assertion.

7 . UN and MEISSNER maintain
that Ma USEN joined the SORGH group "t

in China. According to WIGHTON, KLAUSEN V

.5
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was in a Soviet internment camp from
1933 to 1935 as punishment.for ineffiency.
He does not mention that SORGE was accused
of having a love affair with a White
Russian, anti-Soviet emigre. According
to JOHNSON, XLAUSEN did not join the
SORGE group until 1934. Other variations
between sources in dates of KLAUSEN's
activities are: MEISSNER cites him as -
having been in Shanghai in 1930 and as
having been recalled to Moscow in 1933.
According to the Hearings, IG.AUSBN was
in Canton in 1931 and in Harbin in 1932.

M 8. Concerning SORGE's employment
* fa1eby the zetttrg, WIGHTON says

that SORGB was appointed correspondent
'for that newspaper with the help of

Agnes SMEDLEY. JOHNSON states, on the
other hand, that SNEDLEY wasfired from
the prmkfter zettwtg immediately after
Hitler came to power. It therefore -
sedms unlikely that her recommendation
would have been of assistance to SORGE.
MBISSNER does not mention SMEDLEY in
connection with SORGE's employment
by the newspaper.

9. According to WIGHTON and
MEISSNER, SORGE applied for NSDAP
(Nazi Party) membership in 1933 while
he was in Germany. JOHNSON and -
various Soviet press reports say that
SORGE joined NSDAP after his arrival
in Japan. .A..

- -6
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10. WIGHTON suggests that SORGE'had
a protector in the Nazi heirarchy, but
provides no name or identifying data.

I;(See page -15, paragraph 3, for a
. reference to WEATHER.)

- 11. Agcording to WIGHTON, German
* ' I, Amb~s ad OT in Tokyo appointed SORGE

o e p st of Press Attache in the
Embassy. - JOHNSON says that the German
Foreign Ministry offered the post to
SORGE but that he refused to accept it
on security grounds. Soviet news
accounts state that SORGE was the Press
Attache, but make no reference to the
manner in which he procured the position.

-. The' Soviet news accounts add that in
that post he had had access to the
Embassy's secret files.

12. NIGHTON's version 'of the
detection and arrest of the SORGE -
group agrees in all detail with that

- .1 of MBISSNER, and both state that the
-' head of Japanese counterintelligence

- - and a beautiful nightclub dancer
L. played the main roles in the denouement.

- - JQUNSON, on the other hand, says that
-RS'RGB's downfall was precipitated by

- -lIYAGI. A former landlady of MIYAGI's -
in 1932 in Los Angeles and member of
the Communist Party of the US, arrived .
in Japan in 1940.. An arrested Japanese
Communist [unnamed] turned police
informant and denounced the former
landlady as a Communist and a spy. She
was placed under surveillance for a
year and finally arrested. When

_._.
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interrogated concerning Japanese nationals who

bad lived in the US and had returned to

Jaa.she named MIYAGI,- among others.
"'" MITAGI,swhonwas onIYAGIjCo listtofrs

persons associated ZAIC and SORGE,

' was placed under surveillance and -"

eventually arrested.

1r-.

- k The Red Orchestra

1  WIGHTON appears to have depended upon Wilhelm F -L

- LICUE's book, SPIOZIAm OPPE R7TE KAPELIg (Espionage
- Group Red Orchestra) as his main source of

information for this account, although in WIGHTOkV s

condensed version key facts and persons involved in

the case are omitted.

WIGHTON begins by recalling the background and

says that in 1937 GRU networks in Western Europe were

almost nonexstent. Most of the GRU's leading-
operatives xere at that time recalled to Moscow and

disappeared in the purges. Most. of the agents in

the German Communist Party were liquidated by the
Gestapo. Moscow decided to revive the espionage

system an Western Europe as quickly as possible and

to direct operations from Belgium, Holland, Prance,

and switterland, border nations of the T .

Accord" t L Leopolt b ERt whose
I had , 9x's ected to be the GRU ,

resident. e had formerly been a Comintern agent

:{ with exprience in Poland, Palestine, and France.
le had transferred to the GRU, studied for two

CN T8
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years at the Lenin Institute in Moscow, and, after "
graduation, received thorough training in intelligence.

I. In March 1939 he went to Brussels and, assisted by
several subordinates, immediately began to organize
a k te expanded the net to Holland and France,
V re e67UROSSVOGEL, his longtime friend and a
former Comintern agent, became his chief collaborator.
TREPPBR set up a cover firm called the Simex Company
which, at the same time, carried on a legitimate
business and had branches in France, Belgium, Holland,
and Sweden. Through this firm, his agents were able

-, to penetrate the German occupation administration in
Prance and Belgium, and also Todt, the Naii construction
combine. Communications with the Moscow Center had
already been arranged throughthe use of couriers

. - ( and by clandestine radio. . The radio communications
channel was to be activated only on orders from
Moscow. The order came in the late 1930's, at the -

- time the Germans began the concentration of their
- forces on the Soviet border. -

The net supplied the Soviet high command with
information concerning strategic plans of the German
high command, and the operational plans of the German

SAir Force, including reports on the movement of
German units and on bombing targets.

Several years before the, uerman attack on the
Soviet Union, the GRU operat ye in Berlin had organized

.,_I espionage network. Its y. members were Arvid
7$- ,~r a5 l zhhnfdiiali e Grman Minist nf -

- Ec 'imy i'd Harro SCHUL OYSEN, an ofri-Z -the
Germn Air Ministry. The group, which began to be
e5panded in 1939, had an excellent potential and
was of great interest to the Moscow Center. After
the Russo-German war began, the group ran into
communication difficulties with Moscow. The Center

- _ ordered TREPPER to detail an expert from Brussels
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to Berlin to alleviate the situation. The radio
message containing the instructions to TREPPER

- included the names and addresses of HARNACK and

SCHULZE-BOYSEN. The order was carried out, but
-the elementary violation of security committed in

the cable was later to prove fatal to the Berlin
', i group.

- - The beginning of the end for the Red Orchestra
group came in the second half of 1941. Contributing
factors were the perseverance of the radio detection
surveillance mounted by the Germans, and the
phenomenal number of security violations in the -
messages between the Center and the groups. The - -

- _ Gestapo raided the clandestine radio establishment -
in Brussels, arrested several accomplices, and
seized sufficient material to decode some of the

. -l messages. Among the messages was the one concerning
the Berlin group containing the names of HARNACK
and SCHULZE-BOYSEN. The Berlin group was broken up
immediately,. and the Belgian and French groups were
similarly dealt with in 1942. The last member of
TREPPER's group was arrested in Marseille.

_- TREPPER himself was arrested in Paris in 1942.
He made a full confession and for a period cooperated
with the Germans. He eventually escaped from German
internment, fought with the Maquis, and in 1945 was

. recalled to Moscow.

10
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Atomic Spies j

This short na concerns Dr.as NUNN
MAY, Dr. Klaus Jul UCHS, and Da n GLASS.± -
According to. the author, NUNN MAY, a British subject
was probably recruited by Soviet intelligence in
1937 when after graduating from Cambridge University
ha visite the Soviet Union and spent some time in
Leningrad. Later, in 1939, he became a professor
at the University of London. In 1942 he worked with
a group of physicists at the Cavendish laboratory in '
Cambridge. In.1943 he joined the first group of
British scientists delegated to the United States to
cooperate with American scientists on the atomic
bomb project. .In 1945 ho spent some time at the
Arg nn l a result of the revelations

;;,..oigot Sergeyevich UZENKO, the Soviet defector in -
Canada, suspicion fell on NUNN MAY as having possibly

a . been the atomic scientist orking' for Soviet
* intelligence. NUNN MAY was vatched by the Special

Branch of Scotland Yard and was arrested on 4 March
-:! s1946. Ho confessed to having been a Soviet agent,

but refused to name other collaborators in the U. K.
the U.S., or Canada. He was sentenced to ten years
imprisonment.

-' FUCHS was born in Germany where he grew up to
become a member of the German Communist Party. In
1933, at the age of twenty-two, he fled from Germany
to England. He studied at universities in Bristol
and-Edinburgh. In 1940 he was put in an internment
camp on the Isle of Mann with other German citizens
and later transferred to a similar camp in Canada.
In 1941 he was released, went briefly to Edinburgh,
but soon accepted a job in Birmingham at the atomic
research center thter. According to the author, it
was during this period that he was recruited by
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KREMER, a member of Soviet military intelligence.
From that time he delivered to the Soviets on a
regular basis valuable atomic energy data to which
he had gained access in England and the U.S. Until
1947 he managed to conceal his Party membership.

In August 1943 FUCHS became a naturalized British -
- subject and, after successfully passing a routine

security check, became a member of the tube alloys
- organization which had been set up to coordinate the i

' work of the British atomic energy research teams.
- In 1943 he-was selected to be a member of the British r'' 2

team of scientists visiting the U.S., where he
- remained until 1946, spending most of his time at

- Los Alamos. Before his trip the GRU had arranged
-' "'for him to be contacted in the U.S. by a-special

- : operative who had been sent to the U.S. for that
aurpose. When FUCHS returned to England he became

ead of a department of theoretical physics at the
- .Inew atomic energy center at Harell, where he worked

both as a scientist and as an espionage agent until
the last half of 1949.

In January 1950, he was arrested and sentenced
to fourteen years' imprisonment. In the early 1960's,

- he was released and went to East Germany. In 1962
he was allegedly deputy director of the East German
Nuclear Energy Research Center in Dresd" -

- GRiENGLASS, a GRU agent at Los Alamos, is.
mentioned only briefly in thabook in the context
of his-also having had Harry L as his contact
man: The ROSENBERG's are mentioned in this chapter

4-ly in connection with the fact that Ethel
SENBERG was GREENGLASS' sister.

- 12
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Colonel'ABEL -

The book contains comments about ABEL's personal

and family backgrund, but does not indicate the

author's sources. The author says that some

t'specfied] sources ave maintained that ABEL

[us borcinie Wite Russian town of Minsk, the--
ws orn rinter. According to WIGHTON, other

- sources have speculated that he was born in southern

- oRussia ca. 1ep, the son of a wealthy Jewish intellectual.
ABEL's father had to flee from Russia to Switzerland

in 1906 because of his leftwing connections, and -

there he allegedly met Lenin. The family then moved

to Germany and settled in Leipzig. After the Russian

tRevolutiof the family returned to Moscow.

" - - In 1923 youan ABEL became a member of the

- Communist Party. He studied forfthrAe years in

I Berlin. at the technical universitY After graduation. t

he returned to Mosco at de ent intelligence
S utraining. Using the a VOL IN, he was assigned .4

:: cto Berlin as an Assistait Commerical Attache in the

yid Soviet imbassy' For a period he also posed as a

I rman engineer in the Zeiss optical works in Jena.

- After taking additional intelligence training in

roscow, hans again sent to Germany to undertake an

M ,intellienc mission and operated in the Berlin-

* ~ ~ intel.lencei ae.Duo to the fact that he was
f Dresden-Leipzigeare. he did-not blend into the

SNazi environment, and was transferred first to

Palietinent, late to Switzerland. In Switzerland

P ale eandlY eteRA, the local resident. At the

hend of 1944 he was said to have been in Tehran. -

After the war he spent eight months in East Berlin

Afengage inanducspen a series of missions directed
engaged in coes G any France, and, on occasion,

'14-- - , England. He was then recalled to Moscow for the

13
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purpose of preparing himself for an assignment to
Canada and +hi U.S.

In 194E rivedin Montreal using the
alias Andre YOTIS. He then moved to mw York,
1 here he 'assumed the identity of Emil R. OLDFUS,
a photographer.

WIGHTON provides little data about ABEL's
intelligence activity in the "U.S. He mentions only.
one contact with the COHEN couple in 1950 in New

,:-;_;;:;,, - York. -The contact then stopped because the COHENS,_
F:,.:;,who were part of the ROSENERGS' ring, had to leave

the U.S. in haste due to the fact that they had
been compromised by the arrests and confessions

- of FUCHS, GOLD, and GREEN ASS.

- WIGHTON's condear rsion'of ABEL's detection
- ?through the defect o HANEN; his deputy, and

- . ABEL's arrest, sentence, and'exchange for POWERS,
the U--2 flyer, agrees ide 1 with the more ample

Sversion given by James itONOVAN in his book,
SrRAGWRS ON 2EE BRIDGE. N o

-" [ABEL died on 16 November 1971. On 22 August
1972 a VasMngton Post dispatch from Moscow reported
that Western newsmen had stumbled across ABEL's grave
marker in a Moscow cemete y, engraved: "Fisher, William
Genrykhovich-Abel, Rudolf Ivanovich." The dispatch also
reports from a "reliable unofficial source" that he "was
born and raised in England.']

> ' N
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Lucy from Lucerne -ar -

This account concerns a Soviet espionage network
in Switzerland during World War II, called by the

- j Germans the Rota Drei (Red Three) * e main f" -

protagonist of the story is Rudol OESSL I atiea

Lucy, the most valuable member of e . '
1 i the resident director, and Alexande 0TH, his

deputy, play only minor oles.fC

According to WIGHTON, ROESSLER had been a

member of Czech intelligence before his arrival in

Switzerland. He adds that ROESSLER probably fought -
with the Czech legions in Siberia in 1917-1918 and

against the Hungarian Communists in 1918. He

maintains that Czech intelligence .was in contact
with Soviet intelligence beginning with the
revolutionary period of 1918.

WIGHTON-speculates on the identity of WERTHER,

Ci&ss.3i flLucy's most valuable source within the German high
mg& command. He suggests two identities: one, the

-I Catholic organization with access to the German
._ e military inner sanctum; or two, a Communist in the
- ."highest echelon of the Nazi Party. WIGHTON suggests i

two.possibilities if Lucy's source was a Communist
- at the top of the Nazi Party: one, that Richard

SORGE had had a protector in Germany, and that

*AnaZst'. onrnent: It would appear that WIGHTON f.

- " took the essentials of his narrative from the book -

-AAgmOOX FOR SPa6S, by Alexander FOOTE, although in
the first two editions of his book FOOTE misidentifies

Lucy. He has added conjectures and speculation of C>
- his own. (Published by Museum Press, Ltd., London,

1949, 1953, 1964, 190 pp.. no index -- see CD-6s2.V
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that ptector could. be WERTHER; and two, that if
Marti ORMANN, Hitler's deputy, was a Comm ist,
as has been alleged by Rear Admiral Wilhel AARIS
then BORMANN might have been WERTHfER.

WIGHTON's version of the uncovering of the
Swiss net agrees with pOOTB's version in BANm00Z*
AR SPms, although WIGHTON's story is in such a
condensed form that it lacks discussion of direct
or indirect reasons and causes behind the net's
successes and downfall.

ROESSLER was arrested in 1944 and eventually
- released as a result of the intervention of the

i Swiss General Staff, with whom, according to the
a-:* sauthor, he had cooperated closely. He was, however,

C" again arrested in 1953 on suspicion of working for
rthe Czech intelligence service. He was sentenced

to one year's imprisonment and died in 1958.
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- SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FROM

- 18 DD-'.D

Ernst LWBER .

In a document dated 10 J e 1941 Ernst WOLLWEBER .

- is stated to have been born o 9 October 1898 in
Hannoverisch-Mueden. Grmany In 1932 he was a memb
oth rman paru amnat and later, in 1939, he was -

a leader of a maritime sabotage organization in
- Europe set up by the Comintern. In 1940 he fled

- - to Sweden and was imprisoned by the Swedish
- -authorities. The Soviet Government requested his

- release, claiming that he was a Soviet citizen.
-° i ;(See CD-4017)

P5 ' In another document, dated February 1941,
WOLLWEBER is cited as the leader of the Comintern

_-...I sabotage organization with groups in Holland, Belgium,
Denmark, and [other count of] Scandinavia. His

deputy was Josef Rimbert t P , who was born on
.... f3 May 1899in .Amterdana The ollowing persons are

* "i listed as members of his vari arouns:

-IT In Hollan

van CHAIK, Jan Cornelius, born 24 June 1908
.I iin Le sduinen Holland

1~- ,:0 o Fo
'VOGELZANG, Reclof, born 29 March 1894 in

Beesrezwaa Holland

van ESWIJE, Willem, born 12 March 1906,

otterdam .

ETTELAAR, Ary, born 23 April 1900, Schiedam, =.

Holland

. .t.~i .. . .

!. . .... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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b HAKKER, Jonas, born 1a September is9. AmterAnm
Holland-

SEEGERS, Leondert Jacobus, born 20 November 1914,
Imat d am

I tk+} o7.01
- EHEGERS, Helena Margareta, barn 28 December 1892,

-- -AmDS-te m - -Z
o o\

LBERE, Theodorus Andreas Antonius, born
,15 J yJ1900. Amsterdam

.. - BBRE, Jacoba Elisabeth, born 5 June 1908,
I Duisb rg, Gorman:y

. -- a-RTS, Hendrikus Gerhardus Maria,,born 14 October C
- 1911 Enochode, Holland .

* .lol O IN, Cjisbertja, born 7 January 1914, Drakel,

- GLZANG, Meindert, born 22 April 1890; -
S I Beestorzwaag, Holland

- No o __________

ORN, Jan, hnrn 2R Angnt 905. Rntterdam.

* * IETERS, Wilhelm, born 21 April 1912, Duisburg,

.* { JOGUIN, Achillo Camillo Theodorus, born 10 July 1909,
*orinchen, Holland

e .. ia....
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In Be gium-

FICTELS, Alfons, born 2 March 1907, Antwerpes,

BelIiun
j No +DI

- IETJENS, Charles, bern 1 August 1900, Lier,

Nomo'.
.IELTJENS, Jan, born 23 December 1902, Lier,

Bel ium
- No90o ,t OCKERT, Louis Constant, born 11 February 1913_

' - ~Antwer es, Belgium '

-. itCAMMEN, Gummarus, born 26 January 1902, Lier,
Belgi No'o-

- den K0YRUS, John Paul, born 13 November 1917,

' .. ," I, Kean tens Belg ium .,'
001

NELDB, Franz Johann, born 4 September 1898,

Antx es, Belgium-
Np---- o 401 -

.L- DRIGUS, Gerard, born 20 April 1898, Niklas,

NS, August, 28.February 1873. Anterpes,

I" LS Eduard Leo, drn 29 August 1887,

Antwo esWiriiaMi"

-" CLS, Angela Delphine, born 25 November 1912,
Antwe es, Belgium

WAASTBOON, Jpan, born 20 May 1908, Antwerpes,
Bel

- 94,01
'koUTBRS, Wilfried Rene, born 24 January 1913,

Ramsel, Belgium

e.v; I - t
19 - .
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In Denmark

tIANS Alberti, born 24 May 1905. FrederiksberQ.
Denmark

HRISTENSEN, Niels Peter, born 28 December 1913,
Ugilt, Dnmar

bO rgO
- STNSEN, lay Mogen. hno 7R 7anu"r 1891.

Co enhaen D aen ark -

'NIBLSSEN, Christian Hjalmar Soeren, born
3 October 1885, Frederikshaven, Denmark

I (See CD-4971)

..
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List of Other Sources Used as Reference -
in this Memorandum

Richard SORGE'

JOHNSON, Chalmers A. AD INSTANCW OP TRASON
Stanford Board of Trustees
of Leland Stanford University,
1964, 278 pp., index

- (CD-757)

MEISSNER, Hans Otto IRE MN KITE TEES FACES
Translated from the German

-" New York, Ace Books, Inc.,
1955, 224 pp., no index -

- - (CD- 736)

- WI LLOUGHBY,- Charles Andrew SAARY CRJSPIRAC? - TBE SOR.

- Major General Sr D .P
New York, B.P. Dutton 6 Co.
1952, 315 pp., no index
(CD-835)

Colonel ABEL

DONOVAN, James Britt STRRm ON 2EE BRZa
New York, Atheneum, 1964
432 pp., index
(CD-789)

- .DONOVAN was ABEL's defense
counsel at his trial in 1957.
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The Red Orchestra

FLICKS, Wilhelm F. SPIONArZGRUPPR ROTE KAPELLE
(Espionage Group Red

- Orchestra) Kreuzlingen,
- Switzerland, Neptun Verlag,

1954, 420 pp., no index
(CD-648)

Various Captured . (Abwehr and SD reports on -
. German Documents the case) -

Lucy from Lucerne - -

FLICKE, ilhelm F. AGWRER PJE 8A!X MaEKA-
-O - BNRQRUPPE "ROE DaIsr.

(Agents are Transmitting
to Moscow - Transmission

-_ I Group "Red Three")
Kreuzlingen, Switzerland,
Neptun Verlag, 1954, 348 pp.,

- - no index
(CD-631)

- -FOOTSE Alexander RARcK FOR SP1WS
- _eadrLondon, Museum Press, Ltd.,

- - 1949, 1953 and 1964, 190 pp.,
- -no index

(CD-652)
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